Recently, attention-based Visual Question Answering (VQA) has achieved great success by utilizing question to selectively target different visual areas that are related to the answer. Existing visual attention models are generally planar, i.e., different channels of the last conv-layer feature map of an image share the same weight. This conflicts with the attention mechanism because CNN features are naturally spatial and channel-wise. Also, visual attention models are usually conducted on pixellevel, which may cause region discontinuous problem. In this paper we propose a Cubic Visual Attention (CVA) model by successfully applying a novel channel and spatial attention on object regions to improve VQA task. Specifically, instead of attending to pixels, we first take advantage of the object proposal networks to generate a set of object candidates and extract their associated conv features. Then, we utilize the question to guide channel attention and spatial attention calculation based on the con-layer feature map. Finally, the attended visual features and the question are combined to infer the answer. We assess the performance of our proposed CVA on three public image QA datasets, including COCO-QA, VQA and Visual7W. Experimental results show that our proposed method significantly outperforms the state-of-the-arts.
Introduction
Visual Question Answering (VQA) is an interdisciplinary research problem, which has attracted extensive attention recently Hyeonseob Nam and Kim, 2017; Lu et al., 2018] . It has the potential to be applied for assisting the visually impaired people and automatically querying on large-scale image or video datasets [Xu and Saenko, 2016; Hyeonseob Nam and Kim, 2017] . Compared with image captioning task, the VQA task requires a deeper understanding of both image and question rather than a coarse understanding [Goyal et al., 2017 ; * Corresponding author: Lianli Gao, Heng Tao Shen Figure 1 : The illustration of spatial visual attention and cubic visual attention. Spatial visual attention is modelled as a weight matrix on the last conv-layer feature map of a CNN encoding an input image. Different channels share the same weights. Instead, cubic visual attention learns both spatial and channel attention, which conforms to the nature of conv features, i.e., spatial and channel-wise. Antol et al., 2015] . It inspects intelligent system's ability by inferring a correct answer for the visual question.
Existing works for VQA can be generally classified into two categories: 1) Typical CNN-RNN models, which transfer image captioning frameworks by integrating CNN with Recurrent Neural Networks (RNN) to solve VQA tasks Ren et al., 2015; Malinowski et al., 2015] ; and 2) Question-guided visual attention mechanisms, which aim to discover the most important regions to answer a question by exploring their relationships [Fukui et al., 2016; Hyeonseob Nam and Kim, 2017; Shih et al., 2016; Xu and Saenko, 2016; . More specifically, question-guided visual attentions are conducted by concatenating the semantic representation of a question with each candidate region and then put them into a multiple layer perceptron (MLP) or applying the dot product of each word embedding and each spatial location's visual feature [Xu and Saenko, 2016] . In addition, Yang et al. [Yang et al., 2016] proposed a stacked attention model by utilizing semantic representation of a question as query to search for the regions in an image multiple times to infer an answer progressively. In [Hyeonseob Nam and Kim, 2017] , a dual attention was introduced to infer the answers by attending to specific regions in images and words in text. Although promising results have been achieved, typical CNN-RNN models resort to a global image presentation which may contain noisy or unnecessary information for the related question. To some extent, question-guided visual attention mechanisms have tackled this problem generally by spatial attention, i.e., the attention is modeled as spatial probabilities that re-weight the last conv-layer feature map of a CNN encoding an input image. However, such spatial attention does not necessarily conform to the attention mechanism-a dynamic feature extractor that combines contextual fixations over time, as CNN features are naturally spatial and channel-wise [Chen et al., 2017] . Image features are generally extracted by deep Convolutional Neural Networks (CNNs) Song et al., 2017; . Starting from an input color image of the size W × H × 3, the last convolutional layer consisting of C-channel filters output a W × H × C feature map. Different channels of a feature map is essentially activation response maps of the corresponding filter, and channel-wise attention can be viewed as the process of selecting semantic attributes on the demand of the sentence context. For example, when we want to predict cat, our channel attention (e.g., in the conv5 3/conv5 4 feature map) will assign more weights on channel-wise feature maps generated by filters according to the semantics like furry texture, ear, and cat-like shapes. Channel attention plays a different role compared with spatial attention, and it is rarely addressed in previous works.
In this paper, we take the full advantage of two characteristics (i.e., channel and spatial) of object-based region features for visual attention-based VQA. Specifically, we propose a novel Cubic Visual Attention (CVA) framework by successfully applying a channel attention and a spatial attention to assist VQA task. An object detection network [Ren et al., 2017] , which has the potential to enable nearly cost-free object region proposal, is applied to extract top-k objects in an image and each object is represented by a D-dimensional vec-tor. Next, the channel-wise attention learns to pay attention to specific channels of the last conv feature map. Thirdly, a region-based spatial attention is applied on the channelattended features to select related objects. Finally, an answer is inferred by considering both the attended visual features and the question.
Cubic Visual Attention for VQA
The VQA task is to predict an answer from a question and a related image. In this section, we introduce our proposed CVA framework (shown in Fig. 2) for VQA, and it consists of 1) a feature extraction component, which extracts the features for question and input image; 2) a channel attention for selecting filters related to the high-level object semantic; 3) a region-based spatial attention for learning to focus on the regions of the image that are important and 4) an answer prediction layer to infer to answer. In this section, we describe each of them.
Input Representations
Image Features. For the input image, we use an existing state-of-the-art object detection network Faster R-CNN [Ren et al., 2017] for object proposal and feature extraction. Specifically, each image is input into Faster R-CNN model to obtain the top-K candidate objects. For each selected region/box k, v k is defined as the mean-pooled convolutional feature from this region and each v k indicates a vector with D dimensions. Therefore, the input image V is defined as follow:
(1)
represents an question, where q t is an one-hot representation for the word at position t, and T is the length of the question. Each word representation q t is transferred into a lower dimensional vector x t with an embedding matrix W q e .
There are various approach to encode a question like bagof-words. However, Long Short-term Memory (LSTM) and gated recurrent unit (GRU) are two of the most popular mechanisms to encode a sentence in machine translation and great results have been obtained. In this paper, we employ GRU to encode our questions, and the gradient chains of GRU do not vanish due to the length of questions. For the t-th time step, the GRU unit takes the embedding vector x t as an input, updates the gate z t , resets gate r t , and then outputs a hidden state h t . After T steps, we obtain the T -th output h T to represent the semantic information of a question. We formulate our encoding process as below:
are the parameter which needed to be learn. Note that σ is a sigmiod activation function, and • is used as the Hadamard product or element-wise multiplication. Through the question feature encoding process, we generate the question representation Q, which equals to the last output of GRU (h T ).
Channel Attention
In this section, we introduce a novel channel-wise attention mechanism to attend the visual features V. Each v i is obtained by mean pooling the conv features of a given box spatial location. Essentially, each channel of a feature map in CNN is correlated to a convolutional filter which performs as a pattern detector. For instance, the lower-level filters detect visual clues such as edges and color, while the higher-level filters detect semantic patterns, such as attributes or object components. In this work, our object region features are pooled from the last conv feature map, thus each channel represents the semantic patterns of the detected objects within an image. Therefore, conducting a channel-wise attention can be viewed as a process of choosing object semantic attributes.
For channel-wise attention, we first reshape V to U and U = [u 1 , u 2 , ..., u D ], where u i ∈ R k represents the i-th dimension of the whole object feature V , and D is the dimension of v i or it is the total number of channels for each object region. Next, we apply a mean pooling for each channel to generate the channel vector
where W vc , W qc and W c are embedding matrices, b vc , b qc and b c are bias terms, and ⊗ indicates the outer product of vectors. To sum up, we obtain our channel-wise attention weight β through our channel-wise attention A c , defined as follow:
2.3 Object Region-based Spatial Attention
With above step, we obtain the channel-wise attention weight β, thus we can feed β to a channel-wise attention function f c to calculate a modulated feature map V c :
where f c is an channel-wise multiplication for region feature map channels and corresponding channel weights. In addition, eventually V c is
Suppose, we have V c where v c i indicates the visual feature of the i-th object region. In general, a question may only relate to one or several particular regions of an image. If we want to ask 'what the color of the dog', then only the dog object region contains the useful information, therefore typical CNN-RNN which employing the whole global visual feature may lead to sub-optimal results due to the irrelevant visual regions shown in the input image. Instead of considering each object region equally, our region-based spatial attention mechanism aims to target the most related region with an referred question. Given the previous calculated V c , a singlelayer neural network is adopted to take both V c and Q as inputs to generate a new feature a, and then a softmax function is followed to compute the region-based spatial attention weight η. The object region-based spatial attention A s is defined as :
where W vo and W qo are the embedding matrices that project both visual and question features into a common latent space. In addition, W o is a set of parameters that needs to be learn. b is the model bias. ⊕ is the addition of a matrix and a vector. Moreover, η ∈ R k is a k-dimensional vector, which represents the importance of each object region. Therefore, the weights η can be calculated by:
Furthermore, to deal with multiple object regions, a simple strategy usually is used to compute the average of features across the whole image, and this generated feature is used as input to integrate question feature to generate an answer:
However, as mentioned above this strategy effectively effectively integrate multiple regions into a single vector, neglecting the inherent spatial structure and leading to the loss of information. Instead of using above simple strategy, we apply η to attend where to look at and it is defined as bellow:
Answer Prediction
Following previous work , we treat the answer prediction process as a multi-class classification problem, in which each class corresponds to a distinct Proceedings of the Twenty-Seventh International Joint Conference on Artificial Intelligence answer.
We predict the answer based on the stacked attended image visual feature V s and a question feature Q, and a multilayer perceptron (MLP) is used for classification:
where W v , W q , W h are parameters. b h , b p are bias terms and p is the probability of the final answer.
A Variant of CVA
The previous introduced stacked attention mechanism applies channel-wise attention before spatial attention. Given an initial question feature Q and visual region features V, we adopt a channel-wise attention A c to compute the channel-wise attention weights β for obtaining a channel-wised weighted object region features V c . Next, we apply the object region based spatial attention A s by taking V c as inputs to obtain region spatial weights η. The pipeline of this framework can be summarized as follows:
V
In order to further study the effect of the oder of channelwise and spatial attentions, we propose an CVA variant which exchange the order of two attentions by firstly applying spatial attention A s and then following by a channel-wise attention A c . This pipeline can be summarized as follows:
where U s is obtained by reshape V s , seen channel-wise reshape operation. Further more, V c and Q are utilized to predict the final answer. For simplicity, we name this pipeline as CVA-V.
Experiments

Datasets
We evaluate our proposed model on three public image QA datasets: the COCO-QA dataset, the VQA dataset and Vi-sual7W dataset. 
Evaluation Metrics
The VQA task is usually regarded as a multi-class classification problem, and thus accuracy is an important evaluation metric for evaluating the performance of VQA models. Following [Antol et al., 2015] , we use the following equation to compute the classification accuracy:
Acc(ans) = min #humans that said ans 3 , 1
where ans is the answer predicted by a VQA model. In addition, for MS COCO dataset, we also report the performance in terms of the Wu-Palmer similarity (WUPS), which accounts for word-level ambiguities in the answer words. The equation is defined as [Malinowski et al., 2015] and it contains a thresholded taxonomy-based Wu-Palmer similarity parameter. For COCO-QA, we report WUPS at two extremes, 0.0 and 0.9.
Implementation Details
For extracting visual object features, we first integrate Faster R-CNN with ResNet-101 retrained on the ImageNet dataset by following an image captioning approach [Anderson et al., 2017] and then select top 36 (k = 36) object regions and each region is represented as 2,048 dimensional features. For sentence encoding, a pre-trained GloVe word embedding of dimension (300) and a single layer GUR are utilized. In addition, the dimension of every hidden layer including GRU, attention models and the final joint feature embedding is set as 1,024.
In our experiments, our models are trained with Adam. The batch size is set to 256, and the epoch is set as 30. More specifically, gradient clipping technology and dropout are exploited in training.
Ablation Study
For VQA challenge, it contains the test-dev, which is proposed to debug and validate VQA models, thus VQA competition evaluation server allows for unlimited submission. In this section, we perform ablation study on the VQA dataset to qualify the role of each component in our model. Specifically, we re-train our approach by ablating certain components: 1) channel-wise attention only (CA); 2) object region attention only (RA); 3) our stacked attention with both channel-wise and region-based attention (CVA); and 4) reversed stacked attention (R-CVA) by changing the order of channel-wise and region-based attention to test whether their order effect the VQA performance.
The experimental results are shown in Tab.1 (test-standard is not recommended to be used for VQA ablation study). From the experimental results, we can see that object region attention alone performs better than channel-wise attention only on the Y/N, Other and All with an increase of 2.86%, 3.46% and 2.83% respectively. In terms of Number, channelwise attention performs slightly better. By stacking those two attention into a VQA model in any order, we find that the stacked attention models improve the performance of VQA, especially for Number by approximately 1.9%. In addition, changing order would slightly effect the performance.
Comparing on the VQA dataset
Compared Methods. We compare our opposed CVA with the state-of-the-art VQA approaches, which can be divided into four categories:1) No attention approaches (LSTM Q+I [Antol et al., 2015] and deeper+norm [Antol et al., 2015] and DPPnet [Noh et al., 2016] and DAN [Hyeonseob Nam and Kim, 2017] ) and 5) jointly learning semantic attention and visual attention (MLAN (ResNet) [Yu et al., 2017] 
Conclusion
In this paper, we propose a novel cubic visual attention network for visual question answering task. CVA takes the full advantage of characteristics of CNN to obtain visual channelwise features representing semantic attributes and object region based visual features representing rich semantic information to support visual question answering and it achieves the state-of-the-art on three public standard datasets across various question types, such as multiple-choices and openended questions. The contribution of CVA is not only provide a powerful VQA model, but also a better mechanism to understand the visual information for predicting answers.
